COMINT BETWEEN 230629-231130Z HAS REFLECTED SEVERAL INDICATIONS BELIEVED TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE CAPTURE OF A US VESSEL. DETAILS FOLLOW:

BETWEEN 230629-231130Z, SEVERAL UNIDENTIFIED REPORTS WERE NOTED BEING PASSED BETWEEN SUBMARINE CHASER NR 35, A PATROL BOAT NR 11, AND WONSAN NAVAL BASE. AT 230735Z SUBMARINE CHASER NR 35 WAS REPORTEDLY LOCATED 5.4 NAUTICAL MILES SOUTHEAST OF KALGOCHIRI (38°19'N 127°34'E, CU 755°). BETWEEN 230650-1035Z, TORPEDO BOAT NR 604 WAS NOTED OPERATING IN THE AREA FROM 6 NAUTICAL MILES EAST OF KALGOCHIRI TO 5.3 NAUTICAL MILES EAST OF KALGOCHIRI. TORPEDO BOAT NR 604 IS BELIEVED TO HAVE SUBSEQUENTLY ENTERED PORT AT WONSAN.

BETWEEN 230959-1120Z, PATROL BOATS NUMBER 12, 13, AND POSSIBLY 21, WERE NOTED CONDUCTING MANEUVERS NORTH OF KUKJIBONG. AT 0959Z WONSAN NAVAL BASE INSTRUCTED PATROL BOATS 12 AND 13 TO BEGIN MANEUVERS 6 NAUTICAL MILES NORTH OF KUKJIBONG. AT 0959Z PATROL BOATS BEGAN MANEUVERS (2SHM0VS/-?$/15). PERIODIC PATROL BOATS BEGAN MANEUVERS AT 1050Z. PERIODIC PATROL BOATS BEGAN MANEUVERS AT 1050Z. PATROL BOAT NR 13 HAD COMMENTS: LAST NOTED COMINT REFLECTIONS OF ABOVE ACTIVITIES WAS AT 1130Z, NO FURTHER INFORMATION CURRENTLY AVAILABLE.